
Probiotic  
 

How much “Bacteria” is in our body? 
 

We have 10 times more bacteria than our own cells! 

Bacteria Cells : Human Cells = 10 : 1  So, they are very important for us.  

Probiotic = Good Bacteria in our gut 

 

Our Gut talks to Our Brain 
 

There are 3 ways our gut bacteria communicate with our brain: 

 With the gut's special nervous system "enteric nervous system". It links to the brain via 
the central nervous system.  
Gut bacteria  gut's nervous system   central nervous system   brain 

 Send chemical messages into the blood.  
Gut bacteria  chemical messages  blood  brain 

 Via Immune system. 
Gut bacteria  immune system of the gut wall   body's immune system   brain 

Here are benefits we get from our probiotic: 

Good gut bacteria  Good blood & Good vascular 

Good gut bacteria  Good immune system 

Good gut bacteria  Good brain & Good emotion  

Good gut bacteria  fights against germs & bad gut bacteria (bacteria from meats and toxins) 

Good gut bacteria  Help in digestion & nutrient absorption 

Produce many nutrients  For example, “Short Chain Fatty Acid”  

 

What is Short Chain Fatty Acid (SCFA)? 
 

Prebiotic = the food of our probiotic = soluble fiber 

Postbiotic = outcome of our probiotic fermentation 



Human cannot digest soluble fiber (prebiotic), but our gut bacteria can. The fermentation in our 
gut by our bacteria produces many powerful nutrients. The important one is “Short Chain Fatty 
Acid” (postbiotic) 

It is the smallest type of fat structure. It’s very hard to be found in any food, but we can get it 
from our gut bacteria by feed them soluble fibers. Here are the benefits of this fat: 

 Strengthen immune system 
 Reduce inflammation 
 Reduce allergic (regulate the immune system and inflammation) 
 Reduce craving & support metabolism 
 Provide energy for the colon 

Probiotic is the living food, so don't destroy them with heat. Just eat it raw. 

 

Can Probiotic Produce B12? 
 

In my opinion, it’s possible! BUT … for some group of people! 

B12 is very important for us. It's required for producing our red blood cell. It can also get rid of 
homocysteine which causes vascular disease. Without B12 we cannot live. 

I have tried to find out the answer about our gut bacteria & B12 and found some interested 
idea. In my country & many Asian countries, there are many vegans who never take B12 
supplements and they are all very healthy. 

There are so many types of gut bacteria. Some of them can produce a lot of B complex (B1, B2, 
B3, …., B12, …). Each person has different bacteria. Even the twin also has different bacteria in 
their gut!  

Yes, it depends on the types of bacteria in each person. Long time ago, we live with the nature, 
with plant-based food. In the past our gene, our DNA, our bacteria are designed to live with 
nature. For some communities in some countries, this characteristic is still in their DNA. It’s 
possible that they can produce enough B12 for their good health. 

 

As you guy may know B12 cannot be found in plant-based food. It’s only found in meat or 
animal products. Here is why? 

Cow  Eat Fiber  Cow’s Gut Bacteria  Fermentation  B12 in colon  B12 in Cow’s liver 

Some Humans  Eat Fiber  Human Gut Bacteria  Fermentation  B12 in colon  B12 in 
human liver 



So, you may have to listen to your gut and your body to find out the truth about yourself. If you 
don’t want to take a risk, just take B12 supplements or B12-rich food like “nutritional yeast” or 
fermented foods. 

 

Eat raw food before cooked food 
 

Why? Well, the first section of our gut is very short. In this place, it can absorb the nutrition 
from raw food directly without digestion. It’s the only point we can get raw enzyme & raw 
nutrition directly. The problem is if we eat cooked food first, it’s harder to digest and takes time 
to pass trough this section. So, it’s an obstacle for raw nutrient absorption. If you want to get 
maximum benefit from raw food, please eat it before everything.  

You may think that in the same meal, everything will be mixed together in your stomach? "No" 
It's kind of "queue" in our stomach. "First in, first out". It's quite amazing. So, just eat raw food 
first, and cooked food later. 

 

What time should we eat? 
 

“Body Clock” theory in ancient Chinese medicine tells us many things about the relation 
between time and our organ system. Each organ has its own best time to do its job. 

This 24-hour clock chart is the summary of its idea: 

 

Stomach  rough digestion (especially meat product digestion) 

Small Intestine  chemical digestion, extraction, absorption  



In the past, we don’t have electric light. When the sun goes down, it’s harder to eat or do 
anything. By nature, our life depends on time and sunlight. In my country and many countries, 
Buddhist monks don’t eat after 12.00 (noon) until the next morning. What does ancient wisdom 
tell us? 

There are also some recent researches tell us the same way. Some research says that doing IF 
by eating in before noon or afternoon is better than eating in the evening. What do you think?  

For me, I believe in nature’s way. :)  

At first, I didn’t pay attention to something like this. But when I got problems with my health, I 
had to do. 

Everyone has their own body, their own DNA, their own bacteria. So, you should not believe 
anything immediately. Consider it, searching for more information about it. If possible, try it 
yourself. If you can proof it yourself, it’s the best for you. But that’s only for you, it may not true 
for someone! So, I would like all of you to be healthy on your own way.  

 

I hope this mini-course will give you some benefits. Good luck & Good health! 

Thank you, 

Kob Vegan Healing 

1 Nov 2022 

 

For more healthy tips, please visit my site: 

https://kob-veganhealing.com/ 

 


